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Welcome to year thirteen of the Delaware Valley Consortium for Excellence and Equity! For the past twelve years we have provided 
engaging and meaningful programming that has focused on inter-district collaboration and shared learning for continuous improvement 
in eliminating pervasive preparation, opportunity, and achievement gaps.   

DVCEE is motivated by an equity driven mission to positively transform the lives of each and every one of our students by preparing 
them for success in post-secondary education and in life – especially our diverse children and youth who have traditionally struggled 
academically in our systems, or who might likely be the first in their family to attend and graduate from college.   

Thanks so much for joining us for another exciting year of reflection, learning and taking action in your district that truly enhances the 
academic success of all of the precious young people you serve! Thanks for your ongoing personal and professional commitment to 
excellence and equity, and we look forward to supporting your efforts in any way we can. 

Best Wishes, 

Bob 

 

Dr. Robert L. Jarvis  

Dr. Robert L. Jarvis 

Director 

K-12 Outreach and Equity Leadership Initiatives 

Penn Center for Educational Leadership 

Graduate School of Education 

University of Pennsylvania 3440 Market St  2nd Floor 

Philadelphia, PA  19104-3325 

Office: (215) 746-7375. Mobile: (215) 990-5788               

E-mail: rljarvis@upenn.edu 

 

 

 

Jennifer MacMillan  

Administrative Coordinator 

K-12 Outreach and Equity Leadership Initiatives 

Penn Center for Educational Leadership 

Graduate School of Education 

University of Pennsylvania 3440 Market St. 2nd Floor 

Philadelphia, PA 19104-3325 

Office: (215) 746-3213 

E-mail: macmill@upenn.edu 

 

Connect with Us! 
 

Web: http://www.gse.upenn.edu/pcel/programs/peec 
 

Facebook: Penn Excellence and Equity Consortia  
 

Twitter: @pennedequity 
 

Get Schooled: The Penn Ed Equity Podcast: http://www.gse.upenn.edu/pcel/programs/peec/projects/podcasts 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

All Events, With The Exception of the Student Leadership Institutes, Will Be Held At: 
3440 Market St. Philadelphia PA 19104, 5th Floor Conference Suite 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:rljarvis@upenn.edu
mailto:macmill@upenn.edu
http://www.gse.upenn.edu/pcel/programs/peec
http://www.gse.upenn.edu/pcel/programs/peec/projects/podcasts
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SEPTEMBER 2017 

ENGAGING AND TEACHING DIVERSE LEARNERS WORKSHOP 
Moving Students into the Fast Lane of Learning 

 

 

Suzy Pepper-Rollins, Educational Consultant and ASCD Author 
Fast Lane Learning, LLC 
Athens, GA 

 

Monday, September 25  8:30-2:30 

 

 

Participants of this fast-paced, hands-on session will leave with easily implementable techniques that can transform students 
from passive sitters to hands-on, active thinkers. This student-centered, highly visible approach will focus on research-based 
strategies for every component of the lesson structure.   
 
 
Participants will leave with a new perspective of what the active classroom can look like, complete with strategies for every 
grade and content.  This session will also recharge your passion with new practices to get students intellectually moving!  
Intended for all content and grade levels, participants will leave the session with: 
 
 

 An understanding of research-based practices that deepen student motivation and content understanding. 
 An understanding of the connection between task creation and student motivation. 
 A plan in place for students to meet learning targets 
 A plan in place for addressing gaps in the context of new learning. 
 A new perspective on the distinct mission of each phase of a learning episode. 
 The critical role of ongoing vocabulary integration…and a plan to address the words that student need to know. 
 One lesson ready to go! 

 
 
Suzy Pepper Rollins is a passionate, high-energy educator with a mission of creating academic success for ALL learners.  She 
served as the remedial education coordinator for Cobb County Schools in Marietta, Georgia, and is the founder of Fast Lane 
Learning, where she constructed and implemented Math in the Fast Lane, a research-based, high-impact framework for math 
success, and Planet Literacy, a series of professional development courses that build content literacy in conjunction with 
Common Core literacy standards. The author of two books from ASCD:  Teaching in the Fast Lane and Learning in the Fast 
Lane:8 Ways to Put ALL Students on the Road to Academic Success, she currently presents and consults across the US and 
Canada. She believes in professional development that yields next-day implementation, and while her instructional approaches 
serve the learning needs of all students, her particular focus and interest is on energizing reluctant learners. 
https://mathinfastlane.com/ 

 

https://mathinfastlane.com/
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OCTOBER  2017 

SCHOOL COUNSELOR AND PUPIL SERVICES WORKSHOP 
Addressing Racial Disparities & Improving Outcomes: Tackling Complex Trauma 
 

 
 

Dr. Chris Liang Associate Professor and Training Director of the Counseling Psychology Program College of Education  
Lehigh University  
Bethlehem, PA 

 

 

Monday, October 16  8:30-2:30 

Adverse Childhood Experiences shape brain development in profound ways that, in turn, result in psychological and 

educational problems experienced by children across racial groups (Burchinal et al., 2011). The emerging research on ACE is 

leading to the incorporation of Trauma-Informed Practices into schools. Although this is an important step to equity, taking a 

race- and gender-sensitive approach to developing a trauma-informed school is needed. 

Taking a color-blind racial approach to ACEs in schools may further exacerbate disparities in the academic outcomes of, and 

disciplinary actions taken against, students of color. When children’s complex trauma are ignored and implicit biases ignored, 

children of color may be re-traumatized and without the appropriate and necessary intervention for improvement.  

The purpose of this workshop is to provide school counselors as well as other building leaders with knowledge and skills 
needed to implement a race- and culture- sensitive trauma-informed school. To that end, as a result of their engagement, 
participants will be able to: (1) demonstrate an understanding of ACE, race-based, and culture-based trauma that may 
influence the brain and subsequent behavior and emotion; (2) discuss how implicit biases work in tandem with exposure to 
ACEs and trauma to influence academic disparities; (3) identify and develop race-sensitive trauma-informed strategies to 
support students 
 
Dr. Chris Liang is an Associate Professor and Training Director of the Counseling Psychology program at Lehigh University. He 
studies (1) the role of coping and cognitive processes in the association between perceived ethnic discrimination and mental 
health outcomes among people of color; (2) the role of masculinity in the health-related and sexual behaviors of men, with a 
focus on help-seeking and preventing gender-based violence; (3) the intersections of gender, culture, and perceived 
discrimination in the lives of ethnic minority women and men in the United States; and (4) the effectiveness of a modified 
evidence-based school-based intervention on the academic well-being of youth of color in urban settings.  
 
Chris has worked with schools and community-based agencies to strengthen their capacity to serve diverse children, youth, 
and families.  He currently serves on the Editorial Board of The Counseling Psychologist and the Psychology of Men and 
Masculinity. He coauthored the book, Handbook of Multicultural Measures, co-edited The Costs of Racism for People of Color: 
Contextualizing Experiences of Discrimination, and has authored over 30 peer-review manuscripts and book chapters.  
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS ACHIEVEMENT  
Ignite Classroom Teacher Agency and Efficacy for English Language Learner’s 
Achievement 

 

 

Tanya Ward Singer, Educational Consultant and Author 
Language and Literacy for Equity 
Santa Rosa, CA 

 
Thursday, October 26  8:30-2:30 
 

Learn how to be a change catalyst to empower EVERY classroom teacher with agency and efficacy to raise ELL achievement. 

In this collaborative day for district teams, learn protocols and strategies to help every teacher apply six essential mindsets 

and actions to ensure ELs thrive with high expectations in core classrooms.  

Learn specific ways to foster strengths-based ELL teaching, and collaborative reflective practice for impact. Engage in a close 

analysis of exemplars and videos to get specific about success criteria, language objectives and the impact of scaffolds on 

ELL’s.  

Experience the peer observation inquiry protocol, a collaborative approach to building teacher agency and efficacy 

continuously through data-driven reflective teaching. Collaborate to apply learning to your local context, and leave with specific 

actions you will take to ensure every English Language Learner in your district thrives.     

Tonya Ward Singer, M.F.A., consults internationally to help K-12 educators close opportunity gaps through relevant literacy 

and high-impact language development. She specializes in translating theory into action in schools so that ELs, and all 

students, thrive with college and career expectations.   

Tonya’s bestselling book Opening Doors to Equity: A Practical Guide to Observation-Based Professional Learning helps 

educators lead collaborative professional learning.  Opening Doors to Equity was a Learning Forward book club selection, and 

recognized by the U.S. Department of Education via Teach to Lead’s Leadership Lab.  

Tonya presents regularly at annual conferences in professional learning design, language and literacy.  She has co-authored 

EL curricula for major publishers including Scholastic, Pearson/Longman, and Oxford University Press. In classrooms, Tonya 

taught multiple levels as a classroom teacher, reading specialist, and EL specialist, and continues to collaborate with 

educators to refine the art of instruction.    
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NOVEMBER 2017 

DVCEE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATORS ACTION LEARNING NETWORK 
 

Tuesday, November 7  8:30-NOON  

This will be a highly interactive forum for district Assistant Superintendents/Curriculum Directors for continuing sharing 

of promising initiatives, challenges and key equity and excellence lessons learned relative to their district’s rollout and 

implementation of the Common Core and teacher/administrator evaluation. We will together continue to explore the 

intersection of Charlotte Danielson’s and Robert Marzano’s frameworks and equity at the classroom level. 

 

HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTORS’ RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION TASK FORCE  

Tuesday, November 7   12:30-3:00   

DVCEE district human resources directors and staff are invited to participate in a highly interactive session of sharing 
and learning around effectively addressing the challenges of diversifying their teacher, administrator and staff 
workforces, enhancing their efforts in recruiting educators of color, and building their districts’ capacities to support and 
retain these employees. 
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     ENGAGING AND TEACHING DIVERSE LEARNERS WORKSHOP 
Leadership for English Language Learners: Developing A School-Wide And Collaborative 
Framework Of Instruction 
 

 

Dr. Andrea Honigsfeld, Professor of Education 
Molloy College 
Rockville Centre, NY 

 
Wednesday, November 8   8:30-2:30  

Based on Andrea’s latest publications, Beyond Core Expectations: A Schoolwide Framework to Support the Not-So Common 

Learner and Collaboration and Coteaching: A Leader's Guide, this workshop will provide participants with a broad-based plan for 

the instruction, support, and achievement for ELLs. Some questions to be explored in this session include the following: 

 How do school communities simultaneously support instructional equity along with rigorous academic goals? 
 How do teachers make learning highly engaging and accessible for ELLs?  
 What is the research and available evidence that support collaborative, integrated service delivery for ELLs? 

 
The answers to these questions—from seminal and emerging research as well as from documentary accounts from around the US 

—have resulted in a six-point framework to support the instruction of academically and linguistically diverse pupils. The workshop 

will focus on each of the framework’s six components—a shared and inclusive vision and mission; school-wide, disciplinary 

literacy; mapping and alignment of an integrated curriculum; collaborative planning, instruction, and assessment; explicit strategy 

instruction; and student engagement—with practical applications and examples from authentic, exemplary practices. 

 

Dr. Honigsfeld is a professor in the Division of Education at Molloy College in Rockville Centre, New York. She teaches graduate 

education courses related to cultural and linguistic diversity, linguistics, ESL methodology, and action research. Before entering the 

field of teacher education, she was an English-as-a-foreign-language teacher in Hungary (Grades 5–8 and adult) and an English-

as-a-second-language teacher in New York City (Grades K–3 and adult). She also taught Hungarian at New York University. In the 

past 12 years, she has been presenting at conferences across the United States, Great Britain, Denmark, Sweden, the Philippines, 

and the United Arab Emirates. Andrea frequently offers staff development primarily focusing on effective differentiated strategies 

and collaborative practices for English-as-a-second-language and general education teachers. She coauthored Differentiated 

Instruction for At-Risk Students and coedited the five-volume Breaking the Mold of Education series. With Maria Dove, she 

coedited Co-teaching and Other Collaborative Practices in the EFL/ESL Classroom: Rationale, Research, Reflections, and 

Recommendations. http://andreahonigsfeld.com/ 

  

 

 
 

http://andreahonigsfeld.com/
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FAMILY AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND PARTNERSHIP WORKSHOP 
Family Engagement as a Lever for Improved Student Achievement 
 

 
 

Michele Brooks, Principal Consultant at Transformative Solutions in Education 

Former Assistant Superintendent for The Office of Engagement for the Boston Public Schools 

Boston, MA 

 

 Wednesday November 15   8:30-2:30  

 

In this highly interactive session, participants will explore the link between family engagement and student achievement and 
examine strategies for effectively engaging our families in student learning and school improvement utilizing the US Department 
of Education’s Dual Capacity Framework as a guide.  The workshop will also provide participants specific strategies and 
resources about how to engage diverse families and create trusting and respectful partnerships between families and school 
staff. The workshop will focus on three areas:  
 
 

 Conditions for Engagement: Participants will learn about the conditions that are the foundation for building and sustaining 
respectful relationships with diverse families and effective engagement practice  
 

 Elements of Effective Practice: Participants will explore specific strategies and resources for effective engagement practice. 
Participants will learn how strategies that are "logically linked" to learning have the greatest outcomes in relation to student 
achievement.  
 

 Assessing Readiness for Engagement: Participant will utilize a tool to assess their current capacity for building an effective 
engagement practice at both the school and district level.   
 
 
Michele Brooks is a parent activist, educational advocate and educator. She served as the Assistant Superintendent for The 
Office of Engagement for the Boston Public Schools for eight years before her retirement in June 2015. Her work as Assistant 
Superintendent in Boston was influential in the development of the US Department of Education’s Dual Capacity Framework for 
Family-School Partnerships. In 2013, she was recognized as one of sixteen Leaders to Learn From by Education Week Magazine 
for her extraordinary work in family engagement.  
 
 
Michelle is currently the Principal Consultant for Transformative Solutions in Education, a consulting firm which focuses on 
organizational development, program/evaluation development and leveraging engagement as a strategy for improving outcomes 
for schools and school districts. She was the founding director of the Boston Parent Organizing Network, serving from 1999 until 
2004. She has also served as a member of the Boston School Committee from 2004 – 2008. Ms. Brooks holds a Bachelor’s 
Degree in Educational Psychology from Cambridge College and a Master’s Degree in Education Policy and Management from 
Harvard University. Ms. Brooks resides in Boston and is the proud parent of three children and eight grandsons. 
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NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER 2017 

DVCEE MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT LEADERSHIP INSTITUTES 
 

 

Thursday, November 30  8:30-2:00  High School Student Leadership Institute  

Friday, December 1  8:30-2:00  Middle School Student Leadership Institute  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Carlos Ojeda Jr. 
President/CEO  
Coolspeak 
Reading, PA 

 

The goal of these one-day forums is to help support the development of the leadership and academic potential of diverse students 

in our Delaware Valley Consortium for Excellence and Equity school districts. Our aim is to support our students in effectively 

addressing their school and life challenges, as well as empowering them to make sound and success- producing decisions about 

their futures. This learning experience is designed to:  

 Inspire emerging student leaders to seek high levels of personal and academic success and accept leadership responsibilities 
for making positive contributions to their families, schools and society;  
 

 Develop a network of students that supports possible future collaboration among these emerging leaders; and  
 

 Engage students in activities that will foster personal leadership development, build a diverse community, and assist in 
establishing meaningful continuing leadership activities back in their home district. 
 

Each Consortium district is welcomed to invite a team of 10 emerging leaders to join us with identified chaperone/advisor(s). 

Districts should identify emerging student leaders who they believe might significantly benefit by the experience.  

 
 

These events will be held at the University of Pennsylvania’s Pearlman Quadrangle 

3417 Spruce St. Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Carlos Ojeda, Jr. has been called one of the most dynamic speakers under 
forty in America today. As a community advocate, he has worked 
extensively with high school and college aged youth, spreading his 
message of education, leadership, community activism and 
entrepreneurship. His compassion, strength and genuineness have 
inspired youth, educators, and leaders whose paths he has crossed along 
his journey as an innovative and masterful communicator. 
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DECEMBER 2017 (Cont.) 

 
     SCHOOL COUNSELORS SUPPORTING DIVERSE LEARNERS WORKSHOP 

Creating Pathways to Potential Working with ‘At-Risk’ Students 
 

 

Michael McKnight, Education Specialist 
NJ Department of Education 
Cape May and Atlantic Counties 
Ocean View, NJ 

 
Wednesday, December 13  8:30-2:30  
 

The highly engaging session will focus on “best practices” for working with “at-risk” students in our schools. The 

emphasis will be on strategies for best supporting your schools’ most “troubled” and “troubling” students. The session 

will be highly interactive with surveys, activities, group work and discussion; some lecture as well as movie clips will be 

used to spark discussion as well as reflection on current practices. Areas of focus include: 

 

 Current Environmental Stressors in The Lives of Children and Youth 
 Current Brain Base Research and Children and Youth “At-Risk” 
 Pain Based Behaviors & Trauma Informed Care 
 Resiliency Research 
 Overview of The Conflict Cycle 
 Effective Actions of Turnaround Teachers and Schools 

 

Michael is an Education Specialist with the NJ Department of Education and serves Cape May and Atlantic Counties. 

He is a former special education teacher and administrator for adolescents who have been challenges with emotional 

disabilities.  He is an adjunct professor of education at Stockton University and co-author of Unwritten the Story of A 

Living System: A Pathway to Enlivening and Transforming Education. 
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ENGAGING AND TEACHING DIVERSE LEARNERS WORKSHOP 
If You Aren’t Teaching for Understanding and Use, Then What Are You Doing? Teaching for 
Deep Understanding and Social Action 
 

 

Dr. Jeffrey Wilhelm, Professor of English Education 
Distinguished Professor and Director of the Boise State Writing Project 
Boise State University 
Boise, ID 
 

Thursday, December 14  8:30-2:30 

 

This highly interactive workshop will explore how current research in engagement and motivation, and explore how inquiry as 

cognitive apprenticeship is THE model of instruction for developing motivation, as well as deep conceptual and procedural 

understanding that leads to transfer and application of learning in the real world.   It will also explore how inquiry is uniquely suited 

to assist students to meet next generation standards and new assessments. 

The session will focus on practical matters such as how to frame units with essential questions, frontloading to prepare students 

for success, sequencing and teaching towards culminating writing assignments and service learning projects as well as exploring 

various kinds of lesson-level inquiry-oriented teaching techniques (such as visual strategies, think alouds, practice in miniature, 

action strategies) that engage students and help them learn how to learn. 

 

Dr. Jeffrey Wilhelm is Distinguished Professor of English Education at Boise State University in Boise, Idaho, and is the founding 

director of the Boise State Writing Project that supports over 3,000 teachers each year with over 110,000 contact hours of 

professional development. He is a highly-regarded author and co-author of over 37 books about literacy and literacy education, 

including You Gotta BE the Book, Reading Don’t Fix No Chevys and Reading Unbound: Promoting the Power of Pleasure 

Reading.  

Jeff has devoted his professional career to helping teachers help their students. He is particularly devoted to assisting students 

who are considered to be reluctant, struggling, or at-risk. His research agenda is organized around creating supportive inquiry-

oriented contexts for developing and performing literacy, literate behaviors, and literate identities. His research demonstrates how 

inquiry environments are powerful contexts for learning literacy and achieving deep understanding. He is currently researching 

how students read and engage with non-traditional texts like video game narratives, manga, horror, fantasy, etc. as well as the 

effects of inquiry teaching on teachers, students, and learning. http://jeffreywilhelm.com/ 

 

http://jeffreywilhelm.com/
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JANUARY 2018 
 

LEADING EFFECTIVE AND CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE SCHOOLS WORKSHOP 

Critical Factors in Establishing a Trusted School 
 

 

Dr. Toby Travis, Leadership Consultant and Author 
Trusted School Leader Blog 
Tucson, AR 
 

Thursday, January 18  8:30-2:30  

Trust is the single greatest indicator of successful leadership in any organization. That is the definitive and shared conclusion from 

decades of research conducted throughout many industry sectors (e.g. education, manufacturing, retail, technology, government, 

NGOs, etc.). Research also demonstrates that when schools and school leaders are marked by high levels of trust, they possess a 

significant advantage over other schools and school leaders. Results include higher levels of student achievement (i.e. academic, 

athletic, and extracurricular) and many other observable benefits, including:  

 Higher faculty and staff retention rates  
 Greater progress with school improvement initiatives  
 Reduction in student behavioral referrals  
 Increased engagement in learning  
 Reduction in operational costs  
 Improved levels of parent and community satisfaction  
 Increased levels of volunteerism by employees and parents  

 
This workshop identifies research-based factors of organizational trust, which school leaders need to reflect on and consider in 

their efforts to build healthy and strong relationships with faculty, staff, students, parents, and their surrounding diverse 

communities. Because of engagement, participants will 

 

 Understand the critical importance of establishing, maintaining, developing (and when necessary), restoring trust.  
 Identify and reflect on research-based factors (i.e. responsibilities and characteristics) that have a direct impact on school     

trust.  
 Discover specific steps that can enhance trust levels among school stakeholders.  
 Create a practical and actionable plan to address specific factors, which will result in a greater level of trust among 

stakeholders. 
 

The organizational and leadership experience of Dr. Toby Travis includes working in senior leadership roles of several 

international schools, non-profit ministries, and corporations. As a trainer and speaker, he has appeared throughout the USA, as 

well as in Canada, Mexico, England, Ireland, Wales, Poland, Germany, India, Sri Lanka, Guatemala, Belize, the Dominican 

Republic, Panama, Paraguay, and Ecuador. He is author of the widely-read Trusted School Leader Blog 

(www.trustedschoolleader.com), and currently serves as Headmaster of Desert Christian Schools in Tucson, Arizona. 
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FEBRUARY 2018 

LEADING EFFECTIVE AND CULTURALLY RESPONSIVE SCHOOLS WORKSHOP 

Cultural Competence in the 21st Century: Understanding Implicit Bias and How It Impacts 
Student Achievement 

 
Dr. Caprice Hollins, Founder 
Cultures Connecting 
Renton, WA  
 

Thursday, February 15  8:30-2:30 

For years society has encouraged colorblind ideology without taking into consideration the impact it has on people of color.  This 
workshop develops participants’ appreciation of their role in becoming culturally competent leaders.  Participants will learn a 
framework that will assist them in thinking critically about the work they can to do to increase their cultural competency. Four areas 
are explored, awareness of self—moving from color blindness to racial cognizance; knowledge of others and their experiences of 
racism and oppression; developing skills to work effectively across cultures; and advocating and taking action to initiate change. 

Through interactive activities, lecture, video, and discussion, leaders will be challenged to examine racial stereotyping and its 
effect on relationships, performance and ethnic/racial identity.  Participants will deepen their appreciation of challenges facing 
people of color, grow in self-awareness and develop knowledge of the research on implicit bias in order to begin to explore 
strategies to mitigate institutional barriers students of color regularly face in our schools. Participants will 

 Learn a framework and common language, knowledge and understanding of the work we need to do to develop our individual 
and collective cultural competence 

 Learn tools to engage effectively across cultures; 
 Deepen our understanding of implicit bias and the impact on racial stereotyping on student achievement. 

Dr. Caprice D. Hollins was born and raised in Seattle, Washington.  She received a B.A. in psychology from Seattle University and 

M.A. and Psy.D. degrees in Clinical Psychology with an emphasis in Multicultural and Community Psychology from California 

School of Professional Psychology―LA.  She became licensed in Washington State in 2000 and has over 20 years of experience 

researching, studying, and working with ethnically diverse populations.   Her experience includes opening and Directing the 

Department of Equity & Race Relations for Seattle Public Schools.  Dr. Hollins is currently an Affiliate Professor of Counseling at 

The Seattle School of Theology & Psychology.  She works hard to balance her passion and commitment to equity and social 

justice while at the same time raising a family with her husband, Gary Hollins.  Together they have two children, and she has three 

adult step children and two grandchildren. 
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DVCEE DISTRICT PROMISING PRACTICES SYMPOSIUM  

Wednesday, February 28  8:30-2:30 

 

Identified Consortium district leadership teams will share and showcase promising implementation of policies, programs 
and practices that are having a significant positive impact on the achievement and attainment of their underperforming 
diverse learners. The symposium format will give district participants opportunities to drill deeper with colleagues about 
practical strategies for attending to the instructional and organizational challenges to addressing the learning and 
developmental needs of their challenged learners 
 

  

  

 

In my position, I am often isolated and act independently of my colleagues who are in different content areas. 

When I come to DVCEE I get the chance to interact with job-alike colleagues who face similar challenges. I 

always leave our meetings with a fresh focus and new ideas.  

- Heidi Rochlin, Math-Science Curriculum Supervisor, Spring-Ford Area School District 

 

The Consortium brings together school leaders, each with their own unique challenges, who share a common 

vision for moving up toward greater equity and access in our schools. The sessions and dialogue are positive 

and solution-focused, which I find to be personally and professionally satisfying. 

- Scott Eveslage, Assistant Superintendent, Lower Merion School District 

 

DVCEE provides a forum that stimulates new thinking and offers a supportive environment as districts strive to 

establish, nurture, and grow learning communities. This is difficult work and our participation in DVCEE is an 

important partner in our work.  

-  Gary Abbamont, Assistant Superintendent,  Wissahickon School District 
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MARCH 2017 

 ENGAGING AND TEACHING DIVERSE LEARNERS WORKSHOP 
Differentiated Instruction Theory Sounds Great. Let’s Make DI Doable—Practical Ideas, 
Frameworks, Strategies and Resources to Differentiate! 

 
Dr. Peter C. Grande, Executive Director Teaching Learning Succeeding, LLC 
Phoenixville, PA 
 

Monday, March 5  8:30-2:30 

It is a commonly held notion that elementary teachers are more likely to differentiate their instruction (DI) than secondary 

teachers. While most K to 5 teachers interact with 24 to 58 students a day, middle school and high school teachers have a 

marching band of students parading through their rooms each day. They often notice the lead players and those in the back of 

the line, but far too many students pass through seven or eight periods without their teacher looking into their eyes. Helping all 

students succeed requires seeing and knowing each child. Knowing each child is a demanding, challenging, master teacher 

skill that sounds great in theory but is arduous in everyday practice. In short, it requires teachers to develop an assessment 

driven, responsive, and engaging approach that is actively supported by administrators.  

In this workshop, we will provide practical strategies that can be implemented immediately to notice and meet the needs of all 

students as they march through their day.  In addition, we will explore the characteristics of DI instructors K to 12 and 

participate in a mashup of EdCamp and Breakout style processes to sharpen both DI instruction and supervision. Teaching 

Learning Succeeding (TLS) has amassed a dashboard of resources for teachers and administrators to bolster their efforts to 

engage each learner at the correct level of difficulty. Together we’ll: 

 Examine principled frameworks for differentiation to support planning 
 Model the use of a continuum of formative assessments to drive instruction  
 Experience instructional strategies teachers can use to engage learners at the correct level of difficulty 
 Explore how administrators can use the TLS Admin Resource to sharpen supervision, clarify expectations, and assist 

teacher growth. 
 

Dr. Peter C. Grande is a teacher of teachers. Since 1979 Pete has devoted his life to helping teachers and administrators 

maximize their effectiveness. A personal, engaged approach characterizes Pete’s work. In his curriculum, instruction, and 

professional development roles, Dr. Grande has recognized, developed and reinforced difference makers.  As the Executive 

Director of TLS Teaching Learning Succeeding LLC, Dr. Grande’s commitment to making a difference in the lives of students, 

teachers and administrators drives Pete to challenge districts and organizations to structure, deliver, and evaluate effective 

professional learning. TLS’s research-based approach to professional learning increases the likelihood that all students will 

succeed. Dr. Grande has held a variety of leadership capacities in educational institutions in Pennsylvania. His career of over 

four decades includes service as a teacher, university professor, director of professional learning, and director of curriculum 

and instruction. 
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12th ANNUAL DVCEE EDUCATORS OF COLOR RECRUITMENT FAIR 

 

Monday, April 9  4:00-8:00pm  

In honor of its commitment to increase diversity of faculty and staff at the school and district levels, DVCEE hosts its 
10th Annual Educators of Color Recruitment Fair. The fair presents an opportunity for DVCEE districts to tap into a pool 
of highly-qualified candidates, and for the candidates to connect with our districts in furtherance of their efforts. 

 

 

MAY 2018  

ANNUAL DVCEE SUPERINTENDENTS’ PLANNING MEETING 
 

Thursday, May 3  12:30-3:00 

This will be a highly interactive culminating forum for Superintendents’ continued sharing of district successes, 
promising initiatives, challenges and key equity and excellence lessons learned.  Participants will reflect on 2015-16 
Consortium activities and affirm continued commitment and provide input for program planning in the 2016-17 school 
year.          
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DVCEE 2017-18 Member Districts 

 

 

 

Abington School District 
Amy Sichel, Superintendent 

Abington, PA 
 

Brandywine School District 
Mark Holodick, Superintendent 

Wilmington, DE 
 

 
Centennial School District 

David Baugh, Superintendent 
Warminster, PA 

 
Cheltenham Township School District 

Wagner Marseille, Superintendent 
Elkins Park, PA 

 
Chester County Intermediate Unit 
Joseph O’Brien, Executive Director 

Downingtown, PA 
 

Chichester School District 
Kathleen Sherman, Superintendent 

Aston, PA 
 

Council Rock School District 
Robert J. Fraser, Superintendent 

Newtown, PA 
 

Delaware County Intermediate Unit 
Maria Edelberg, Executive Director 

Morton, PA 
 

Great Valley School District 
Regina Palubinsky, Superintendent 

Malvern, PA 
 

Hatboro-Horsham School District 
Curtis Griffin, Superintendent 

Horsham, PA 
 

Jenkintown School District 
Jill Takacs, Superintendent 

Jenkintown, PA 
 

Lenape Regional High School District 
Carol Birnbohm, Superintendent 

Shamong, NJ 
 
 

Lower Merion School District 
Robert Copeland, Superintendent 

Ardmore, PA 
 

Morrisville School District 
Mike Kopakowski, Superintendent 

Morrisville, PA 
 

Neshaminy School District 
Joseph Jones, Superintendent 

Langhorne, PA 
 

Pennsylvania State Education Association 
Jerry Oleksiak, President 

Harrisburg, PA  
 

 
Phoenixville Area School District 

Alan Fegley, Superintendent 
Phoenixville, PA 

 

 
 
  Pennsbury School District 

William Gretzula, Superintendent 
Fallsington, PA 

 
Radnor Township School District 
Kenneth Batchelor, Superintendent 

Wayne, PA 
 

Rancocas Valley High School District  
Christopher Heilig, Superintendent 

Mount Holly, NJ 
 

Reading School District 
Khalid Mumin, Superintendent 

Reading, PA 
 

Ridley School District 
Lee Ann Wentzel, Superintendent 

Folsom, PA 
 

Rose Tree Media School District 
James Wigo, Superintendent 

Media, PA 
 

Salem City School District 
Patrick Michel, Superintendent  

Salem, NJ 
 

Southeast Delco School District 
Stephen Butz, Superintendent 

Folcroft, PA 
 

Spring Ford Area School District 
David Goodin, Superintendent  

Royersford, PA 
 

Springfield Township School District 
Nancy Hacker, Superintendent 

Oreland, PA 
 

Tredyffin/Easttown School District 
Richard Gusick, Superintendent 

Wayne, PA 
 

Upper Darby School District  
Daniel Nerelli, Superintendent 

Drexel Hill, PA 
 

Upper Dublin School District 
Deborah Wheeler, Superintendent 

Maple Glen, PA 
 

Upper Merion School District  
John Toleno, Superintendent 

King of Prussia, PA 
 

West Chester School District 
James Scanlon, Superintendent  

West Chester, PA 
 

Wallingford-Swarthmore School District 
Lisa Palmer, Superintendent 

Wallingford, PA 
 

Wissahickon School District 
James Crisfield, Superintendent 

Ambler, PA 


